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MATHEMATICS 
ON A FREE GROUP OF ROTATIONS OF THE EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
BY 
S. SWIERCZKOWSKI 
(Communicated by Prof. J. PoPKEN at the meeting of March 29, 1958) 
In this paper we give an example of a free group of rotations of the 
three-dimensional Euclidean space with two generators. Our construction 
differs essentially from other known constructions of such groups (for 
references cf. [1 ]). In particular we make no use of transcendental numbers. 
Let us denote by fP the angle between two faces of a regular tetrahedron 
(sin fP = 2~, cos f!J=!). We shall prove the 
Theorem. The rotation group generated by two rotations with the 
rotation angle fP and with rotation axes perpendicular to each other i8 a 
free group. 
A corollary. If T1, T 2, ... , Tn are 8uch regular tetrahedra that 
1° T; and Ti+l have Btrictly one com,mon face, 
2° T1=FT;+B• 
then T 1 and T n are not congruent by translation. 
This corollary gives a positive answer to a question of H. STEINHAUS [2]. 
However we shall not prove it here. 
Evidently our theorem states that 
1 . 2V2 
3 -a- 0 1 0 0 
2V2 1 1 2V2 A= 3 3 0 and B= 0 3-3 
0 0 1 0 2V2 1 3 3 
generate a free group of matrices. Thus we ought prove that for any 
matrices 01, 0 2, ... , Om, where 
0 1=A±l or B±l and 0;0;+1 =FI 
(I=the unity matrix}, we have 
(1} 
It is clear that (1} is equivalent with AP·01 • ••• ·Om·A-p=FI, where p 
is an arbitrary integer. Thus we can in the proof of (1) restrict ourselves 
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to such· products of matrices which begin with A i.e. we can assume 
01 =A. 
Let us denote by 0 = m0 < ~ < ... < mn = m the uniquely determined 
integers for which 
~ A • if r is even m, < j < m,+l implies Oi = B .f . dd 
8 1 riSO 
where 8 depends only from r and takes the values l and - l. 
We define the numbers d~>, (k= l, 2, 3), by 
( 
3-id(i> 
o1 . o2 ..... oi = * 1 
* 
* 
* 
Let us observe that 
(*) if Oi+l =A•, then 
d¥+1> = d¥> + 4e d~> 
dlj+l> = dlJ> - 2 8 d¥> 
d~+1) = 3d~>. 
d¥+1) = 3d¥> 
d~+l> = dlj> + 28 d~> 
d~+ 1 > = d~>- 48 dlj>. 
01 =A implies that di1>= l, dh1>= -2 and dk1>=0. Thus it follows from (*) 
and (**) that dg> are integers. Consequently, if we prove that d~> is not 
divisible by 3 for j = l, 2, ... , m then (l) holds. 
For convenience let us so define the numbers dtg> that (*) and (**)hold 
also for f=O. It is sufficient to put di0>= l, dh0>=d~0>=0. Then 
(2) 
holds for each j which satisfies m, < j < m,+l for some r. Indeed, if r is even, 
then by (*) 
dlj+ 1> = dlj>- 28 dy> = dlj>- 28(d¥-1> + 48 dlj-1>) = 
= dlj> + d~- 1>- 2sd¥- 1>- 9dlj- 1> = 2dlj>- 9dlj-1>, 
and if r is odd, then by (**) 
d~+ 1> = dlj> + 28d~> = dlj> + 28(d~- 1>- 4edlj-1>) 
= d~> + dlj-1> + 2s d~- 1>- 9 dlj-1> = 2 dlJ>- 9 dlj-1>. 
From dh1> = - 2 follows 
(3) 
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for j = l. Let us suppose that ( 3) holds for some j < m. In order to prove 
that (3) holds also for j + l we consider two cases: 
I. m,<j<m,+l for some r. Then it follows from (2) and non 3! d~) 
that (3) holds also for j + l. 
II. j=m, for some r>O. Then we have from (*) and (**) 
and 
But from (*) and (**) follows also that 
dim,)= 3dim,-l) if r is even, 
d~m,.) = 3d~m,-l) if r is odd, 
and thus non 3 I d~) implies non 3 I d~+l). This completes the proof. 
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Added in proof: We have since shown that the above theorem 
holds if cos cp is rational and different from 0, ± }, ± l. 
